Step by Step: How can I take part as co-exhibitor?
1. Main exhibitors will receive an invitation end of January for ITB Speed Networking.

This invitation includes a link and code (main exhibitor ID). This will be sent by the
main exhibitor to co-exhibitors. If you have not received that information, please get
in touch with the main exhibitor directly.
2. With this information provided by your main exhibitor, you can register and create a

matchmaking-profile within the Matchmaking Tool (with the code to be automatically
connected to your main exhibitor).
 For that click on the link www.itbspeednetworking.com/public/p1/co-exhibitor
(use an updated Firefox browser)
 Scroll down
 Click on “Register”

3. Insert the main exhibitor code that was sent to you by your main exhibitor, (which

will be MAINEX and a number, depending on the main exhibitor) and click on
“Submit”. This number may change each year!
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4. Afterwards, register with your company details and complete your Matchmaking

profile. Also, you need to accept the general terms and conditions and data
protection regulations. Furthermore, you choose what destinations and products you
are offering.

5. To finish, just click again on “Register” on the bottom of the page. Now your main

exhibitor has to log in into his/her account as well to be able to accept your
registration request within the matchmaking-tool. Your main exhibitor needs to click
on "Accept co-exhibitor". Otherwise, you cannot take part at the matchmaking
phase nor at ITB Speed Networking.
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6. Right now, the matchmaking phase has not started yet, so you cannot schedule

meetings just set up your profile. Kindly note, that the matchmaking phase will start
from 11 February (12:00 pm CET).
7. With this date, the buyers list will show all participating buyers.

8. You will receive an automatic confirmation mail afterwards and can login for the

matchmaking tool and participate at the matchmaking phase (from 11 February on).
9. During the matchmaking phase you can try to schedule meetings with interesting

buyers and you will receive meeting requests.
10. The matchmaking phase within the matchmaking tool ends 28 February 2019 at

midnight (CET). If you do not have any fixed appointment (because there was no
interesting buyer for you or the interesting buyers were already fully booked), you
cannot participate on 7 March during the event.
Only co-exhibitors with at least one fixed appointment can take part on 7 March at ITB
Speed Networking, as there will not be any free networking.
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